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IBM®, as a result of its recent product introduction of
the IBM System StorageTM N series, has become
more tightly integrated with network-attached
storage (NAS), exploiting the backup and recovery
features of the N series and Network ApplianceTM
storage systems. This IBM Redbooks® publication
provides detailed descriptions and setup instructions,
practical examples, and best practices for backing
up the IBM System Storage N series using the IBM
Tivoli® Storage Manager. This book includes
descriptions and instructions for using the latest
enhancements made to IBM Tivoli Storage Manager,
specifically for the IBM System Storage N series and
Network Appliance storage systems. You will learn
how to configure and set up the IBM System Storage
N series and IBM Tivoli Storage Manager Version
5.3 and 6.1 using NDMP backup and restore
functions. We address the following topics: -Configuring the N series for Network Data
Management Protocol (NDMP) usage -- Using the
IBM Tivoli Storage Manager software -- Backing up
qtrees -- Single folder backup -- Single file/folder
restore -- Restoring using NDMP via GUI and
command-line interface -- Restoring from NDMP
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backup to an alternative site/location on N series
systems -- Integrating with Snapshot technology and
SnapVault -- Using SnapShot differencing -- Using
SnapMirror® to Tape
This book describes applications of the AdS/CFT
duality to the "real world." The AdS/CFT duality is an
idea that originated from string theory and is a
powerful tool for analyzing strongly-coupled gauge
theories using classical gravitational theories. In
recent years, it has been shown that one prediction
of AdS/CFT is indeed close to the experimental
result of the real quark–gluon plasma. Since then,
the AdS/CFT duality has been applied to various
fields of physics; examples are QCD, nuclear
physics, condensed-matter physics, and
nonequilibrium physics. The aim of this book is to
provide background materials such as string theory,
black holes, nuclear physics, condensed-matter
physics, and nonequilibrium physics as well as key
applications of the AdS/CFT duality in a single
volume. The emphasis throughout the book is on a
pedagogical and intuitive approach focusing on the
underlying physical concepts. It also includes stepby-step computations for important results, which are
useful for beginners. This book will be a valuable
reference work for graduate students and
researchers in particle physics, general relativity,
nuclear physics, nonequilibrium physics, and
condensed-matter physics.
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This book arose from courses taught by the authors,
and is designed for both instructional and reference
use during and after a first course in algebraic
topology. It is a handbook for users who want to
calculate, but whose main interests are in
applications using the current literature, rather than
in developing the theory. Typical areas of
applications are differential geometry and theoretical
physics. We start gently, with numerous pictures to
illustrate the fundamental ideas and constructions in
homotopy theory that are needed in later chapters.
We show how to calculate homotopy groups,
homology groups and cohomology rings of most of
the major theories, exact homotopy sequences of
fibrations, some important spectral sequences, and
all the obstructions that we can compute from these.
Our approach is to mix illustrative examples with
those proofs that actually develop transferable
calculational aids. We give extensive appendices
with notes on background material, extensive tables
of data, and a thorough index. Audience: Graduate
students and professionals in mathematics and
physics.
This volume contains papers from the Eighth Z User
Meeting, to be held at the University of Cambridge
from 29 - 30 June 1994. The papers cover a wide
range of issues associated with Z and formal
methods, with particular reference to practical
application. These issues include education,
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standards, tool support, and interaction with other
design paradigms such as consideration of real-time
and object-oriented approaches to development.
Among the actual topics covered are: the formal
specification in Z of Defence Standard 00-56; formal
specification of telephone features; specifying and
interpreting class hierarchies in Z; and software
quality assurance using the SAZ method. Z User
Workshop, Cambridge 1994 provides an important
overview of current research into industrial
applications of Z, and will provide invaluable reading
for researchers, postgraduate students and also
potential industrial users of Z.
Spectral sequences are among the most elegant and
powerful methods of computation in mathematics.
This book describes some of the most important
examples of spectral sequences and some of their
most spectacular applications. The first part treats
the algebraic foundations for this sort of homological
algebra, starting from informal calculations. The
heart of the text is an exposition of the classical
examples from homotopy theory, with chapters on
the Leray-Serre spectral sequence, the EilenbergMoore spectral sequence, the Adams spectral
sequence, and, in this new edition, the Bockstein
spectral sequence. The last part of the book treats
applications throughout mathematics, including the
theory of knots and links, algebraic geometry,
differential geometry and algebra. This is an
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excellent reference for students and researchers in
geometry, topology, and algebra.
Compiled & Edited by F. William Payne. Natural gas
technologies that were new five years ago have now
been tested in the real world. This book describes
some of these important technologies, covering both
new engineering concepts and new products which
have emerged, as well as important innovations to
existing technologies. Many of the chapters include
economic analyses which identify the resulting cost
savings. Specific areas of development addressed
include gas cooling, chillers, desiccant technologies,
cogeneration, heating systems, and other natural
gas technologies.
Covers repair maintenance and service for gasoline
engines up to and including twenty horsepower,
Engines included are Briggs and Stratton, Clinton,
Kawasaki, Kohler, and Tecumseh.
The Z notation has been developed at the
Programming Research Group at the Oxford
University Computing Laboratory and elsewhere for
over a decade. It is now used by industry as part of
the software (and hardware) development process in
both Europe and the USA. It is currently undergoing
BSI standardisation in the UK, and has been
proposed for ISO standardisation internationally. In
recent years researchers have begun to focus
increasingly on the development of techniques and
tools to encourage the wider application of Z and
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other formal methods and notations. This volume
contains papers from the Seventh Annual Z User
Meeting, held in London in December 1992. In
contrast to previous years the meeting concentrated
specifically on industrial applications of Z, and a high
proportion of the participants came from an industrial
background. The theme is well represented by the
four invited papers. Three of these discuss ways in
which formal methods are being introduced, and the
fourth presents an international survey of industrial
applications. It also provides a reminder of the
improvements which are needed to make these
methods an accepted part of software development.
In addition the volume contains several submitted
papers on the industrial use of Z, two of which
discuss the key area of safety-critical applications.
There are also a number of papers related to the
recently-completed ZIP project. The papers cover all
the main areas of the project including methods,
tools, and the development of a Z Standard, the first
publicly-available version of which was made
available at the meeting. Finally the volume contains
a select Z bibliography, and section on how to
access information on Z through
comp.specification.z, the international, computerbased USENET newsgroup. Z User Workshop,
London 1992 provides an important overview of
current research into industrial applications of Z, and
will provide invaluable reading for researchers,
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postgraduate students and also potential industrial
users of Z.
Professional MOM 2005, SMS 2003 and Microsoft
Update provides a single source for IT administrators
to understand how these systems and operations
management technologies can be used in their
environments. It also serves as a comparative tool
that helps readers understand which tool is right for
which job. It is designed and written for anyone who
is involved with implementing, supporting, or
managing a set of tools for systems and operations
management, including IT operators, IT
administrators, IT infrastructure managers and
system architects. The readers that have some
background in systems and operations management
will probably get the most of this book, however no
specific level of skill or knowledge is assumed. The
writing is aimed at readers who have a basic
understanding of IT infrastructure on the Windows
platform and have familiarity with Windows XP (and
earlier) client deployments and Windows Server
technologies. Some of the topics covered include:
basics of operations management how the MOM
2005, SMS 2003 and other update technologies fit
together installing and deploying MOM installing and
deploying SMS installing and deploying MU and
WSUS configuring and administering the MOM
environment with MOM and alert tuning MOM and
SMS agents Deploying and using MOM
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management packs Third party management packs
Security and patching with MOM and SMS
Monitoring and security MOM and SMS deployments
MOM and SMS reporting Microsoft System Center
Solutions Note: CD–ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.
February issue includes Appendix entitled Directory
of United States Government periodicals and
subscription publications; September issue includes
List of depository libraries; June and December
issues include semiannual index
Build a firm foundation in NEC basics with the 2005
Edition of User's Guide to the National Electrical
Code. NFPA's full-color illustrated guide walks you
through the 2005 Code, explaining key principles,
such as the difference between GFPE and GFCI
equipment. With this text you'll understand the intent
behind the most critical NEC requirements, the way
NEC chapters and articles work together, and how
the NEC is related to other electrical standards and
building codes. The User's Guide is the key to
getting the right answers, faster and more efficiently!
Written by H. Brooke Stauffer of the National
Electrical Contractors Association (NECA), this
primer shows you how to find answers in today's
NEC(R), significantly improving your productivity and
effectiveness on the job. User's Guide to the
National Electrical Code(R) is the ideal starting point
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for electrical apprentices and a useful reference for
experienced professionals. Use it alongside your
2005 Code!
A complete guide to HP Vue for the beginning, dayto-day user, this indispensable book covers over 100
of the most useful HP-UX commands, including realworld screen displays to illustrates concepts, dozens
of tips to save keyboard strokes and increase
productivity, and hints and suggestions for
customizing HP Vue setup files for your specific
needs.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
First International Conference on Service-Oriented
Computing, ICSOC 2003, held in Trento, Italy in
December 2003. The 38 revised full papers presented
were carefully reviewed and selected from 181
submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on service description, service composition,
quality of service models, service personalization,
service semantics, business processes and transactions,
business collaborations, service request and
coordination, service security and reliability,
infrastructure for service delivery, service P2P and grid
computing, service and mobile computing, and service
computing and applications.
Written by two well-known experts in the field with input
from a broad network of industry specialists, The ROV
Manual, Second Edition provides a complete training and
reference guide to the use of observation class ROVs for
surveying, inspection, and research purposes. This new
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edition has been thoroughly revised and substantially
expanded, with nine new chapters, increased coverage
of mid-sized ROVs, and extensive information on
subsystems and enabling technologies. Useful tips are
included throughout to guide users in gaining the
maximum benefit from ROV technology in deep water
applications. Intended for marine and offshore engineers
and technicians using ROVs, The ROV Manual, Second
Edition is also suitable for use by ROV designers and
project managers in client companies making use of
ROV technology. A complete user guide to observation
class ROV (remotely operated vehicle) technology and
underwater deployment for industrial, commercial,
scientific, and recreational tasks Substantially expanded,
with nine new chapters and a new five-part structure
separating information on the industry, the vehicle,
payload sensors, and other aspects Packed with hardwon insights and advice to help you achieve mission
results quickly and efficiently
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